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ART
You are continuing with your Organic/Mechanical project but moving towards the mechanical. 
Over the last few weeks you should have completed and presented (AO3) the following
Initial research on the Artist Michael Lang, including a refined transcript using a medium of 
your choice
A Mechanical photo shoot – at least 15 photographs
A selection of photographs of circuitboards, to be turned into a painting
A circuitboard/mechanical collage (homework)
Remember, presentation is crucial in Fine Art (AO3/AO4). If you are unhappy with your 
presentation, your teacher is too. Keep your work neat.

Assessment Objectives:

Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
Refine work by exploring ideas, demonstrating critical understanding of sources
Record ideas, observations and insights as work progresses
Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and demonstrates an 
understanding of visual language
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BIOLOGY

Section 1: Hormones And the Anatomy of the endocrine organs 

Define the following words:
Hormone
Homeostasis 
Know the origin and function of the following hormones: adrenalin, Cortisol, Insulin, glucagon, 
Oestrogen, testosterone, T3/T4
Explain why adrenalin is called the “the fight of flight hormone”

Section 2: Control of blood glucose 

Explain how glucagon and insulin controls glucose levels in the blood 
Describe Glucose and insulin graphs after a meal
Interpret Glucose and insulin graphs after a meal

Section 3: Diabetes 

Describe type 1 Diabetes 
Explain the term “insulin resistance” in type 2 diabetes 
Describe and compare treatments for type 1 and type 2 diabetes 

Section 4: Hypothalamus and negative feedback 

Explain the term negative feedback with examples 
Describe the role of the Hypothalamus/ pituitary in the control of hormones 
Give examples of hormones that are controlled by the Hypothalamus/ pituitary : T3/T4, 
oestrogen/testosterone, Cortisol

Section 5: Plant hormones 

Explain the terms Geotropism and phototropism 
Explain the role of Auxin in the tip of the plant
Explain the role of Auxin the root of the plant 
Describe how humans can use plant hormones 
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CHEMISTRY: ENERGY CHANGES

Section 1: Exothermic and endothermic reactions 

Explain how energy is conserved in chemical reactions. 
Define the terms exothermic and endothermic reaction. 
What happens in terms of temperature change in an exothermic and an endothermic reaction? 
Give examples of uses and applications of exothermic and endothermic reactions and give the 
equations of the reactions. 

Section 2: Reaction profiles 

Explain the collision theory. 
Define activation energy. 
Use given reaction profiles to identify reactions as exothermic or endothermic. 
Draw simple reaction profiles (energy level diagrams) for exothermic and endothermic 
reactions showing the relative energies of reactants and products, the activation energy and 
the overall energy change (ΔE), with a curved line to show the energy as the reaction proceeds. 

Section 3: The energy change of reactions 

Explain what happens in terms of energy when bonds break or form during a chemical 
reaction. 
Define the term bond energy. 
Describe what happens in terms of bond energy in an exothermic and an endothermic 
reaction. 
Calculate the energy transferred in chemical reactions using bond energies supplied. 

Section 4: Cells and batteries

Define the terms electrode, electrolyte, cell and battery. 
Explain what happens during electrolysis in an acidic solution.
Explain how different factors affect the voltage produced by a cell. 
Describe the difference between non-rechargeable and rechargeable cells and batteries. 
Interpret given data for relative reactivity of different metals and evaluate the use of cells. 

Section 5: Fuel cells 

Define the terms oxidation and potential difference. 
Describe the function of a fuel cell. 
Evaluate the use of hydrogen fuel cells in comparison with rechargeable cells and batteries 
Write the half equations for the electrode reactions in the hydrogen fuel cell. 
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CLASSICS
There will be 5 sections on the end of HT3 test. These will be:
Translation of a short, unseen passage of Latin into English
Comprehension questions testing understanding of a short passage of Latin
Derivations
A grammar exercise based on a short passage of Latin
Three simple sentences for translation from English into Latin
You will need to do the following:

Vocabulary

 Revise the meanings of all the words on the OCR Latin GCSE Defined Vocabulary List (Sets 
1 to 15 on Quizlet). These are required for translation of a passage of Latin into English, 
comprehension questions based on a passage of Latin, grammar exercises, and derivations.
 Learn the words on the OCR Latin GCSE Restricted Vocabulary List. These are required for 
translation from English into Latin.

Grammar

 Revise all the grammar learnt in Years 7-10. This is required for translation of a passage of 
Latin from Latin into English, comprehension questions based on a passage of Latin, and 
grammar exercises.
 Learn all the grammar contained in your “Latin Language (J282/01) Revision Booklet for the 
10-mark ‘English to Latin’ sentences”. This is required for translation from English into Latin.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

Section 1: Records and file operation

Define the terms field, record and file
Know how to read from and write to a text file using pseudocode
Know what data structure is
Difference between array and records 
Know all syntax of record data structure in pseudocode.
Know how to write read all files using a while loop in pseudocode.
Know the different modes in which files can be opened.
Understand why it is important to close files.
Know how to use a for loop to detect end of file. 

Section 2: Procedures and Function

Understand the concept of subroutines
Learn how to write simple procedures and functions
Understand and use parameters to pass data to procedures and functions
Know that subroutines may use local variables which are accessible only within the subroutine
Use local variables and explain why it is good practice to do so
Explain the advantages of using subroutines in programs

Section 3: Validation and authentication

Explain the importance of validating input data
List validation checks that can be used on input data
Be able to write simple data validation routines for range, type, length, presence and format 
check in pseudocode.
Know the difference between validation and verification.
Be able to write a simple authentication routine involving a username and password in 
pseudocode
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Section 4: Trace Tables 

Know how to use trace tables and visual inspection to determine how programming algorithm 
works
Know how to complete a trace table from a given programming algorithm

Section 5: Errors and Testing

Know the three key error types runtime, syntax and semantic.
Know how to write a test plan to test a given algorithm
Select suitable test data that covers normal (typical), boundary (extreme) and erroneous data
Use a trace table to trace through a program
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ECONOMICS

Fiscal Policy

Understand that fiscal policy can be used by the government to help achieve its economic 
objectives. Know how fiscal policy can impact equilibrium output level and price levels (in 
Aggregate Demand – Aggregate Supply model). Fiscal policy involves changing the level of 
government expenditure or changing the levels of direct and indirect taxes (e.g. income taxes 
and personal allowance thresholds, corporation taxes, etc.). 

Monetary Policy

Understand that monetary policy can be used by the government to help achieve its economic 
objectives. Know how monetary policy can impact equilibrium output level and price levels 
(in Aggregate Demand – Aggregate Supply model). The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of 
the Bank of England are responsible for setting the base interest rates in the economy which 
influence aggregate demand and ultimately the consumer price inflation in the economy. 
They have an inflation target of approximately 2% per year (and allowed to go above or below 
the target by 1%). In addition to inflation, the Bank of England also needs to consider the 
unemployment rates, spare/idle capacity (e.g. available machines), economic growth, equity/
share markets, housing markets, consumer confidence, and business confidence. 

Supply-side policies

Supply-side policies are used to increase the productive capacity or capabilities of an economy, 
and will lead to a rightward shift in the aggregate supply curve (resulting in lower average price 
levels in the economy and increase output levels). 
Example Supply-side policies include: the government investing in key infrastructure (e.g. 
roads, bridges) to assist in the production and distribution of goods/services, lower income 
tax to encourage workers to work and develop skills (human capital) to earn higher incomes, 
apprenticeship and training programs for workers to develop skills, import controls/restrictions 
to allow certain domestic industries to expand and develop, privatisation of government 
owned companies (government owned companies sold to private investors) to improve 
efficiency, policies to boost competition (e.g. anti-monopoly laws, encouraging trade and 
reducing import taxes) which will cause domestic industries to be more efficient and possibly 
invest in technology/capital, lowering corporation taxes which provide an incentive for firms to 
increase profits and invest in more efficient technology/capital goods (and also more profits for 
firms which can be used to invest in more capital goods), deregulation (reducing laws in place 
will make it cheaper for firms to produce, firms will likely lower prices in the economy thus 
improving competitiveness). 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Supply-side policies

Know the advantages and disadvantages of Supply-side policies in comparison to fiscal and 
monetary policy (which are ‘Demand-side’ policies). Advantages include: Supply-side policies, 
due to the shift in the Aggregate Supply curve to the right, will help to reduce average price 
levels in the economy (lower inflation) and allow the country to compete more effectively 
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against overseas countries – this could lead to an improvement in the trade balance (more 
exports and less imports). Improved efficiency and technology might mean less wastage of 
resources and less negative production externalities. In the long-term, for the economy to 
continue to grow, there has to be an increase in productive capacity/capabilities (since even 
if aggregate demand continues to rise, the economy is limited by how much output it can 
produce). 
Disadvantages: Lag-time for these policies to impacts economy (it might take some time 
before the impact of more efficiency in the economy can be seen), some policies might worsen 
the distribution of income (e.g. if income taxes for higher income individuals are reduced, 
it would further widen the income inequality gap), during times of recession demand-side 
policies might be more useful due to the lack of aggregate demand in the economy and large 
levels of idle/spare capacity, some of the incentive policies to increase skills of workers (e.g. 
lower income taxes) or increase investment spending by firms (e.g. lower corporation taxes) 
might not have the intended effects (e.g. workers might be incentivised to train with lower 
income taxes but they might not be able to find a job to develop skills, or firms might have low 
business confidence so even with lower corporation taxes, they might choose not to purchase 
capital goods), overseas countries might still be more efficient despite implementation of 
domestic supply-side policies which would mean that the UK would still struggle to compete 
with overseas firms.  
Free Trade Area have no tariffs, quotas, or non-tariff barriers imposed on goods/services 
traded between members. E.g. North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) consisting of USA, 
Canada, Mexico. European Free Trade Association consisting of Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, 
and Switzerland. 
Tariff: a tax on an imported good/service from overseas. Quota: a limit on the quantity of 
imports allowed in to a country. Non-tariff barriers to trade: rules and standards on imported 
goods/services that can reduce trade/imports. E.g. rules on packaging, safety standards, 
qualifications (for services like teaching, accounting, doctors). 
 Customs Union: involves all countries belonging to the union to set the same tariffs or quotas 
on imported goods from countries outside the union. 
‘Single Market’: It involves free movement of goods, services, capital (money flows for 
property, shares, businesses, and other assets), and people/labour between countries in the 
‘Single Market’.  There will be safety regulations and standards on goods so that countries do 
not try to produce the cheapest good possible which could harm the consumer. E.g. vacuum 
cleaner being able to remove dust up to a certain diameter. An example of the ‘Single Market’ is 
the European Union. 
 Monetary Union: involves member countries adopting the same currency. The Eurozone is 
an example of a Monetary Union where all members use the ‘Euro’. There are 19 member 
countries (UK is not part of the Eurozone) 
Significant UK exports: IT and telecoms, financial services, crops, crude petroleum, alcoholic 
beverages, wearing apparel, cleaning products, pharmaceutical products and preparation, 
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iron, steel, precious and other metals, computer/electronic/optical products, general purpose 
machinery, motor vehicles, air and spacecraft related machinery. 
 Significant UK imports: Crops, natural gas, food products, alcoholic beverages/wine, textiles, 
leather, footwear, paper products, refined petroleum products, basic chemicals and plastics, 
pharmaceutical products and preparation, iron, steel, precious and other metals, computers/
electronic/optical products, domestic electrical equipment, general purpose machinery, motor 
vehicles, air and spacecraft related machinery. 
Advantages of Trade: 
Increased welfare for consumers due to more choices of goods/services.  
A larger market (more buyers) for domestic producers to sell to.   
Each country specialises in the production of certain goods/services and therefore gains 
economies of scale from specialisation. 
More imports to a country means more competition (if a country already produces a similar 
good/service), which will lead to lower prices for consumers.   
More competition also means potentially more innovation and improved products for 
consumers.            
Increased competition from trade will mean domestic UK firms will need to be more efficient 
to survive. This will lead to better usage of society’s resources to produce goods/services.  
Trade leads to sharing of ideas/knowledge/technology between countries. 
Evidence shows that countries open to trade have increased economic growth and higher 
incomes/GDP per capita over the long run (compared to countries that do not trade). 

Disadvantages of Trade: 

‘Infant industries’ (or new industries) may not be fully developed and might have difficulty 
developing/surviving if imports come in and are priced lower.   
Reliance on overseas countries for ‘needs’ such as food might be problematic in times of 
conflict or war.
Losses of jobs. Certain industries that are not able to compete with lower-priced imports will 
close down and job losses will occur.   
Potential differences in standards of goods produced in different countries might mean 
imported goods do not meet appropriate standards for consumers (e.g. production of food/
meat).    
Specialisation in fewer products/services could be problematic if demand fluctuates over time 
– leading to unstable incomes. Also, the demand for some goods (e.g. farm products) might 
not increase much as world incomes rise – there is thus a limit to growth of such industries. 
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ELECTRONICS
This half term we have revisited a large section of the course and run through a great deal of 
mathematics and circuit theory.
The exam will be broken down into the 5 sections given in bold.

Section 1: Circuit Basics

To apply:
Voltage is measured in Volts (V)
Current is measured in Amps (A)
Resistance is measured in Ohms (Ω)
Reading resistances based on their colour codes.

Sections 2-3: Circuit Calculations  (Voltage and Current, Energy and Power)

Equations:
Equations:
V=IR – Potential Difference (V) = Current (A) x Resistance (Ω)
P=IV – Power (W) = Current (A) x Potential Difference (V
P=I2R – Power (W) = Current2 (A) x Resistance (Ω)
E =Pt – Energy (J) = Power (W) x time (s)

To apply:
The current at all points in a series circuit, or an individual branch of a parallel circuit, will be the 
same.
The total current entering from all inputs to a node must equal the total current exiting through 
all outputs.
The potential difference (voltage) across individual parallel branches in a circuit will be the 
same.gain
The potential difference (voltage) across components in series will be split based on the 
components’ resistances.
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Section 4: Voltage Dividers and Sensing Circuits

Equations:

To apply to circuit diagrams:
An LDR or thermistor can be used in a voltage divider setup to produce a variable output 
voltage.

Section 5: Circuit Design and Construction

To apply:
Recognise the symbols for a thermistor, LDR, LED, diode and resistor.
Complete a circuit diagram based on information given.
Design a circuit diagram completely based on information given.
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ENGLISH: DYSTOPIAN FICTION
Vocabulary

Apocalypse (n) - an event involving destruction or damage on a catastrophic scale.
Repression (n) - the restraint, prevention, or inhibition of a feeling, quality,
Harmony (n) - A relationship characterized by a lack of conflict or by agreement, 
Discord (n) - disagreement between people. 
Abhorrent (adj) - inspiring disgust and loathing; repugnant.
Acquiesce (v)- accept something reluctantly but without protest.
Indoctrinate (v) - teach (a person or group) to accept a set of beliefs uncritically.
Insurrection (n)  - a violent uprising against an authority or government.
Regimented (adj) - very strictly organized or controlled.
Heresy (n) - opinion profoundly at odds with what is generally accepted.
Faction (n) - a group or clique within a larger group, party, government, organization, or the like
Surveillance (n) - close observation, especially of a suspected spy or criminal.
Dehumanise (v) - deprive of positive human qualities.
Oppressive (adj) - inflicting harsh and authoritarian treatment.
Degradation (n) - the process in which the beauty or quality of something is destroyed or 
spoiled
Hierarchy (n) - a system in which members of an organization or society are ranked according 
to relative status or authority
Jeopardy (n) - danger of loss, harm, or failure.
Labyrinth – (n) - a complicated irregular network of passages or paths in which it is difficult to 
find one’s way; a maze.

Grammar

Rules of a fragment
A sentence fragment is a sentence that:
Does not express a complete thought. Example: Joe is. This sentence is lacking a complete 
thought - Joe is "something" - but we don't know what Joe is. 
Is lacking a subject. Example: Eating chicken. This sentence is lacking a subject - who or what is 
eating chicken?
Is lacking an action. Example: A book without a cover.What about a book without a cover? Is 
the book doing something? Is someone doing something to the book? We don't know, because 
there is no subject .
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Is a dependent clause, standing alone. Example: And I went to the store. The conjunction "and" 
makes this clause dependent. A dependent clause can't stand alone, it needs to be attached to 
an independent clause

Apostrophes

Use the apostrophe to show possession. To show possession with a singular noun, add an 
apostrophe plus the letter s.
Examples: a woman's hat, the boss's wife, Mrs. Chang's house
Do not use an apostrophe + s to make a regular noun plural.
Incorrect: Apostrophe's are confusing.
Correct: Apostrophes are confusing.
Use an apostrophe with contractions. The apostrophe is placed where a letter or letters have 
been removed.
Examples: doesn't, it's, 'tis, can't, you'd, should've, rock 'n' roll, etc.
Incorrect: does'nt
It is abbreviates to it’s; its for possession remains without apostrophe (it’s raining today; its 
problem is that…)
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FRENCH
Le travail - work

Vocabulary

Refer to your book and the revision booklet in your book.

Grammar

 Mieux/pire (‘better/worse’) and le mieux/ le pire (the best thing/ the worst thing).
My new job is more creative, it’s better. = Mon nouveau boulot est plus créatif, c’est mieux.
My former job was very monotonous, it was worse. = Mon ancien boulot était très monotone, 
c’était pire.
The best thing is the holidays; the worst thing is my boss = le mieux, c’est les vacances; le pire 
c’est mon patron.
 Apres avoir/etre + past participle to say ‘after doing/having done something’.
After having done a gap year… = aprés avoir pris une année sabbatique…
After having been to university…= aprés être allé à l’univiersité…
Avant de + infinitive to say ‘before doing something’.
Before continuing my study…=  avant de continuer mes études…
Understanding the subjunctive.
The subjunctive present is used after certain clauses of desire, will, necessity, emotion, opinion 
or doubt and the conjunction que (that), and when the 2 clauses have different subjects.
 Ll faut que j’apprenne le français = it is necessary that i learn french.
Je préfère que tu ailles a la fac = i would rather you went to university. (Word-for-word: i prefer 
that you go to university)

Some common clauses are followed by the subjunctive introduced by the conjunction que:

C’est dommage que… = it’s a shame that…
Il faut que… = it’s necessary that…
Pour que… = so that…
Avant que… = before…
Jusqu’à ce que… = until…
Bien que … = althought…

Conjugating the subjunctive present:

Chop off the –er / -ir / -re from the infinitive.
For verbs in –er and –re add the endings:
-e, -es, -e, -ions, -iez, -ent
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For verbs in –ir add:
-Isse, -isses,- isse, -issions, - issiez, - issent
Useful irregular verbs: aller  que j’aille avoir  que j’aie être  que je sois faire  que je fasse 
pouvoir  que je puisse.

Direct object pronouns in the perfect tense.

In the perfect tense, dops go in front of the auxiliary verbs (etre or avoir). The past participle 
must agree with la or les.
I learnt french  i learnt it.  He accompanied his sister  he accompanied her.
J’ai appris le français.  Je l’ai appris il a accompagné sa sœur  il l’a accompagnée.
 We accompanied the children.  We accompanied them.
Nous avons accompagné les enfants.  Nous les avons accompagnés.
We accompanied the girls.  We accompanied them.
Nous avons accompagné les filles.  Nous les avons accompagnées.

Verbs followed by à or de.

To learn to = apprendre à
To start to = commencer à
To consist of = consister à
To succeed in/at = réussir à
To decide to = decider de
To try to = essayer de
To dream of = rêver de

Complex sentences in the future tense.

If I pass my exams, I will work abroad.  Si je réussis mes examens, je travaillerai à l’étranger.
When I am (literally: will be) the manager, I will earn more money.  Lorsque je serai directeur, je 
gagnerai plus d’argent.
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GEOGRAPHY: HOT DESERTS REVISION SHEET

Section 1: Location of Hot Deserts

Global Desert Location: 11 Deserts learned in lesson, where are they
located? Ex. Where is the sahara desert? Where is the namib desert?
Knowledge of deserts in relation to the equator, tropic of cancer and
tropic of capricorn
What are the criteria for a desert? Precipitation? Temperature?

Section 2: Causes of Hot Desert Location

High pressure (Hadley Cells)
Rain Shadow Ex. Madagascar
Solar radiation (how the earth rotates on its axis)

Section 3: Desert Ecosystems and Desertification

Sahara, Sahel and Savannah regions
Knowledge of animal and plant species and how they have adapted
Causes of desertification
Prevention techniques of desertification

Section 4: Opportunities and Threats

How have some desert regions advanced?
Mining, Energy and Tourism (both positives and negatives)
Threats: human and natural/physical

Section 5: Madagascar Spiny Thicket Case Study:

Climate of the Spiny Thicket
Ecosystem and connection to development indicators
Local threats
Conservation techniques : Sustainability
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GERMAN

Passive translation to prepare you for the essay

Ich hatte kein Interesse, ein Arbeitspraktikum zu machen. Ich dachte, dass es eine 
Zeitverschwendung wäre, aber jetzt bin ich anderer Meinung. Ich hatte die Chance, letzten 
Monat zwei Wochen im Sportzentrum zu verbringen, und es war klasse. Ich habe viel gelernt, 
zum Beispiel, wie man Kunden am besten hilft. Der Manager hat mir sogar einen Teilzeitjob 
angeboten! Ich habe keine Lust, diesen Beruf in der Zukunft zu machen. Ich würde lieber etwas 
Kreatives machen. Selbstverständlich war alles nicht perfekt. Ich musste immer Kaffee kochen 
und oft fotokopieren – total langweilig. Es ist schwer, viel Verantwortung in zwei Wochen zu 
bekommen, deswegen wäre es besser, ein längeres Praktikum zu machen. Man könnte dann 
mehr Verantwortung haben.

Vocabulary for reading

Revise all vocabulary items about jobs
Revise all vocabulary items about tasks to be done at work

Passive translation part I

Revise all modal verbs
Revise vocab items about work places
Vocab about job descriptions
Wo and obwohl clauses

Active translation I

Job application vocabulary items
Conditional present

Active translation II

Vocab about future plans after school
Revise future indicative
Revise imperfect of modal verbs (wollen, koennen, muessen, sollen, duerfen)
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HISTORY

Section 1: Causes of the First World War

Describe the assassination of Franz Ferdinand.
Describe the Schlieffen plan.
Explain the alliance system prior to World War One.
Explain how militarism and imperialism made World War One more likely.

Section 2: The First World War Western Front

Describe the conditions on the Western Front.
Write an account of one battle on the Western Front.

Section 3: The Eastern Front and Naval War

Explain why the Gallipoli landings failed.
Write an account on the Battle of Jutland.

Section 4: Russian Exit and American Entry

Explain why Russia withdrew from World War One in 1917.
Explain why America entered World War One in 1917.

Section 5:  WWI- Innovations Weapons and Tactics

Explain how the Ludendorff Offensive lead to Germany’s defeat in 1918.
Explain how the Hundred Days of Victory lead to Germany’s defeat in 1918.
Explain how the Naval War lead to Germany’s defeat in 1918.
Explain how the American entry into the war lead to Germany’s defeat in 1918.
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MATHS

Section 1: 3D Shapes

You must be able to calculate;
Volume of prisms

Section 2: Surface Area of prisms

You must be able to 
Problem solve involving volume and surface area of prisms

Section 3: Averages and Spread 

You must be able to calculate;
Mean from frequency tables 
Estimated mean 

Section 4: Representing Data

You must be able to draw and interpret;
Box plots and cumulative frequency
Scatter graphs and correlations
Time series

Section 5: Indices

You must be able to calculate;
With roots and powers
Negative and fractional indices
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PHOTOGRAPHY
You are continuing with your Abstraction project. Over the last few weeks you should have 
completed and presented the following:

Initial research on the Artist/Photographer John Baldessari

A series of thumbnail sketches planning a photoshoot
A ‘wrong’ photo shoot – breaking the rules of composition, tone, line etc
Some edits from the ‘wrong’ shoot – adding text to images etc
A second photoshoot – focussing on portraits – to be edited in a different Baldessari style
A series of collages relating to Baldessari’s work
All pages should be annotated
Remember, presentation is crucial in Photography. If you are unhappy with your presentation, 
your teacher is too. Keep your work neat.

Assessment Objectives:

Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
Refine work by exploring ideas, demonstrating critical understanding of sources
Record ideas, observations and insights as work progresses
Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and demonstrates an 
understanding of visual language
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PHYSICS

Section 1: Domestic Electricity

A.C. vs D.C.
Alternating current (A.C.) – current that is continuously changing direction
Direct current (D.C.) – current that flows in one direction. 
 

The positive and negative sides of the graph represent the direction of the current/p.d.
Mains electricity is A.C. supply at 50 Hz and around 230 V p.d.

The plug
 

case – made from tough plastic/rubber for insulation 
three pins –  made from brass, a good conductor of electricity.
fuse – between the live terminal and the live pin; breaks the circuit if too much current flows.
To help you remember where the wires go: blue goes left, brown goes right and striped goes to the 
top.
Wire colours
Live wire – brown, provides 230 V A.C. supply. Current flows in through this wire.
Neutral wire – blue, completes circuit and current flows out of this wire, it is around 0V.
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Earth wire – green and yellow stripes, protects wiring and stops appliance becoming live, 
doesn’t carry a current unless there is a fault. Also at 0V.
Dangers of touching the live wire
Touching live wire will give you an electric shock because your body is at 0V (like the Earth) so 
current will flow through you into the ground. 
It will be a large current because your body provides a low resistance path for current. 
Even when switch is open (turned off at the wall) there is still a p.d. in the live wire which can 
flow through you. 

Section 2: Electrical Power

Energy Transfers
Energy is transferred from cells to other sources. Charges do work against resistance of a 
circuit (“work done” is same as energy transferred). Electrical appliances are designed to 
transfer energy to components in the circuit when current flows. 
Power – Power is the rate of energy transferred. Measures in watts (W).  Appliances with a 
higher power rating use more energy every second. Measured in Watts (W). 1 W = 1 J/s 
Potential difference – Potential difference is energy transferred by unit charge. When an 
electrical charge goes through potential difference, energy is transferred. The larger the p.d. 
from a battery supply, the more energy transferred. 1 V (volt) = 1 J/C (joules per coulomb) 
Current – Current is rate of flow of charge. Charge is measured in coulombs (C). The charge on 
one electron is 1.6 x 10-19 C. 1 A (ampere) = 1 C/s (coulomb per second) 
Equations to memorise:  
E = P t  P = I V  E = Q V  P = I2 R
 

Quantity Symbol Unit

Power P Watt (W)

Current I Amperes (A)

Potential difference V Volts (V)

Resistance R Ohms (Ω)

Charge Q Coulombs (C)

Time t Seconds (s)

Energy E Joules (J)
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Section 3: The National Grid

What is the national grid?
The national grid is the system of cables and transformers that link power stations to 
consumers. 
The national grid transfers electrical power from power stations (the supply) to anywhere on 
the grid that it is needed (the demand).
 

How does the national grid meet energy demands?
Throughout the day, electricity demand will change. Energy suppliers can predict when the 
demand changes. For example, demand increases when people get up in the morning, when 
they come home from work/school, if it’s cold or dark outside, or even if there is a popular TV 
event.
Power stations will usually run below their maximum capacity to conserve fuel reserves, to 
keep spare capacity to compensate for unreliable renewable resources, provides spare capacity 
in case of power station emergency shut-down, and to not make unnecessary environmental 
impact.
The national grid started in the 1930s. Since then, there have been several updates to deal 
with the increasing demand. 
How is power transmitted efficiently? 
To transmit the huge amount of power, power stations use high p.d. which lowers the current. 
The low current reduces the amount of energy lost as heat, so transmission is more efficient. 
Remember, the equation for efficiency is efficiency= 

total power input
useful power output  where “useful power” 

is all the power transmitted and not lost as heat, and “total power” is the amount of power 
generated at the power station. 
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Section 4: Transformers

What do transformers do? 
Step-up transformers increase the potential difference so power can be transmitted along the 
lines. 
Step-down transformers decreased the p.d. so it is at a save level for consumers. 
The p.d. is increased to 400 000V to transmit across the national grid. 
Transformers are large and cost a lot of money to make, but it’s still cheaper than not having 
them and losing energy. 
How do transformers work?
A transformer is made of a soft iron core with two coils of insulated wire wrapped separately 
around it. Each coil has a different number of turns, or loops. The primary coil is connected 
to an a.c. supply. It acts like an electromagnet. The secondary coil is where an alternating 
potential difference is induced (caused).
Remember – an electromagnet is a magnet made by wrapping a coil of wire around an iron bar 
and passing a current through the wire.
 

 Like an electromagnet, a magnetic field can be created in the iron core by passing an 
alternating current in the primary coil. 
 The alternating current will create a magnetic field that changes direction. The iron core makes 
the magnetic field stronger and passes it through the secondary coil. 
 This changing magnetic field will cut through secondary coil and induce (create) a current in the 
secondary coil. The input current must be an alternating current to make the magnetic field 
change direction.
Note: there is no electrical connection between the primary and the secondary coils – The 
current in the secondary coil is caused by a changing magnetic field. 
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Transformer equation
 

 Vp – potential difference across primary coil
Vs – potential difference across secondary coil
Np – number of turns in primary coil
Ns – number of turns in secondary coils
Remember – you can flip the fractions over first before you rearrange the equation.

Section 5: Energy Resources

Renewable vs. non-renewable energy resources

Description Examples
Non-
renewable 
resources

Cannot be replaced once used, will “run out” one 
day. 

They all do damage to environment, mainly by 
releasing greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. 

They currently provide most of our energy.

Coal

Oil

Gas

Nuclear

Renewable 
resources

Will not run out – can be replenished as it is used. 

Can do damage to environment, but less than 
fossil fuels. 

Currently less efficient than non-renewable 
resourced and less reliable.

Solar (the sun)

Wind

Water waves

Hydro electricity 

Biofuel

Tides 

Geothermal
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Using energy resources 

Use Renewable Non-renewable
Transport Vehicles can run on biofuels or a 

mix of petrol/diesel and biofuels.

Geothermal energy can be used to 
heat buildings. 

Solar water heaters use the sun 
the heat water, then pass these 
through radiators. 

Electrical heaters can be powered 
by renewable energies. 

Petrol and diesel in cars created 
from oils. 

Coal also used in some old-
fashioned steam trains.

Heating Natural gas most commonly used 
to to head UK homes.

Coal can be used in fireplaces.

Electrical heaters can be powered 
by non-renewable energy 
resources. 
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Trends in uses of energy resources

Non-renewable energy resources Renewable energy resources

Most reliable and cost efficient, however 
they will run out soon. 

Fossil fuels like oil is still used for cars. 

Burning fossil fuels releases CO2 into the 
atmosphere, which is a greenhouse gas 
and causes global warming. Also releases 
sulphur dioxide which causes acid rain. 
Mining can spoil views. 

Oil spillages can cause environmental 
problems. 

Nuclear power is better because it doesn’t 
release CO2 but nuclear waste is difficult to 
dispose of 

Nuclear fuel is relatively cheap, but setting 
up, running and decommissioning a nuclear 
power plant is expensive.

As we are now more aware of the harmful 
effects of fossil fuels, companies and 
governments now have targets for 
using renewable energy. However it is a 
complicated issue involving money, politics 
and reliability. 

Hybrid cars (which use petrol and 
electricity) are becoming more popular, but 
these are more expensive. 

There is the issue of costs to set up 
renewable energy – who should pay? 
Governments, companies or customers? 

Some sources (like wind power) are not as 
reliable, or people argue that they spoil the 
view. 
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Comparing renewable energy resources 
Energy 
resource

How it works Advantages Disadvantages

Solar (sun) Solar cells use sunlight to 
directly generate an electrical 
current. Used to generate 
electricity on a small scale. 

Best source for small 
devices that don’t use much 
electricity (e.g. watches/
calculators). 

Can be used in remote places 
where to power road signs or 
satellites. 

No pollution once cells set 
up. 

Can be very reliable in sunny 
countries only in day time. 

Almost no running costs.

Can be pollution produced 
when making the cells in 
factories. 

Cannot increase the 
supply when there is extra 
demand.

Initial running costs are 
high.

Currently solar cell 
technology is still 
inefficient. 

Wind Uses wind turbines in 
exposed areas like coasts. 
Each turbine has a generator 
in it which produces 
electricity.

No pollution once running.

Can produce electricity 70-
85% of the time. 

No damage to environment if 
turbines are removed.

Pollution only produced 
during manufacture 
process.

Some people feel they 
spoil the view. 

Noisy for people living 
nearby.

Unreliable when no wind.

Initial costs are high. 
Water waves Uses lots of small wave 

powered turbines around the 
coast, which are connected 
to a generator. 

No pollution.

Minimal running costs.

Useful on small scales.

Can spoil the view

Disturbs seabed and 
marine habitats. 

Hazardous to boats. 

Unreliable when wind 
drops.

Hydroelectricity Transfers energy from kinetic 
store of falling water, e.g. 
near a flooded damn storing 
rain water.

. 

Can provide increased supply 
of energy if needed. 

Mostly reliable, except in 
droughts. 

Minimal fuel and running 
costs.

Good for small scale 
generation in remote areas

Needs flooded areas which 
causes vegetation to rot 
and release carbon dioxide 
into the atmosphere. 

Loss of habitat for species. 

Initial cost high.
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Biofuels Solid, liquid or gas created 
by animals or plants that can 
be burnt in the same way as 
fossil fuels

Carbon neutral – although 
this is only true if plants are 
grown at the same rate it is 
burnt. 

Reliable as they can be 
grown quickly and stored 
if needed for increased 
demand. 

Cost to refine biofuels are 
high.

Growing crops to burn 
takes up space needed to 
grow crops for food.

Deforestation to get 
biofuels also releases CO2 
and methane. 

Tides Tidal barrages are damns 
with small turbines built into 
them that turn when tides 
move them. Tides produced 
by gravitational pull from sun 
and moon. 

No pollution. 

Reliable – waves happen 
twice a day to predicted 
height. 

Can produce large amounts 
of energy. 

Low running costs.

Prevents access to boats.

Spoils views

Alters habitats. 

Initial costs moderately 
high. 

Geothermal Uses energy from 
underground thermal stores 
around volcanic areas where 
hot rocks lie close to the 
surface. Some of the energy 
also comes from slow decay 
of radioactive rocks.

No pollution. 

Reliable with few 
environmental problems. 

Can be used to generate 
electricity or heat building 
directly. 

Not many suitable 
locations to build 
geothermal power 
stations.

Cost to build is often high 
comparted to amount of 
energy it produces. 
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SPANISH
Before the exam you must make sure you revise the following sections of module 5 and that 
you are able to:

Section 1: Punto de partida 1 y 2. You must know how to:

Talk about places in the town 
Ask for and giving directions
Talk about shops
Talk about souvenirs

Section 2: ¿Cómo es tu zona? You must know how to:

Describe the features of a region 
Use ‘se puede’ and ‘se pueden’ 
Ask and respond to questions

Section 3: ¿Qué haremos mañana? You must know how to:

Plan what to do 
Use the future tense
Understand the geography of Spain

Section 4: De compras. You must know how to

Shop for clothes and presents
Use demonstrative adjectives
Express preferences

Section 5: Los pros y los contras de la ciudad. You must know how to: 

Talk about problems in a city 
Using the conditional
Using synonyms and antonyms


